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You used the left cycle path even though it was not free for bicycles  

 
10 15 20 25 

You used the cycle path in the wrong direction (Ghostriding) 20 25 30 35 

You haven’t used the available cycle path 20 25 30 35 

You rode your bicycle side by side and obstructed other road users  20  25 30 

         

You turned without showing your intention to turn in a clear way (e.g. by gesturing) 10 10 15 15 

     

You rode your bicycle without using the light even though the lighting conditions would 

require it. 
    20 20 25 25 

         

You rode a bicycle where the light was missing /  wasn’t working 15 15 15 15 

You used a technical gadget (for communication, information or organisation) while you 

were riding the bicycle 
55 55  75* 100* 

 *no point in FAER 

You rode your bicycle whilst wearing headphones  10       

You rode your bike without your hands on the handlebars.  5       

         

You ignored an order of a police officer (e.g. to stop / to turn) – whilst riding your bike 35 35  35 52,50 

 

 

* disregarded a red-light   = 1 Point in      

the FAER 

 

 You disregarded a red-light at a pedestrian crossing while you were riding your bicycle 60*        

You disregarded a red-light 60*  60*  100*       120*       

You disregarded a red light that lasts longer than one second while you were riding your 

bicycle 
100*  100* 160* 180* 

         

You used the street in the wrong direction (Ghostriding) 20 25 30 35 

You rode in a pedestrian precinct  15 20 25 30 

You disregarded the sign 267 - No entry- 20 25 30 35 

     

You were not riding your bicycle at a walking pace at a Bus/Tram-Stop while passengers 

were getting out / in 
15       

 

 

 


